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Global cut-flower sales approached $14 billion last year and most 
move by cargo plane, but high jet-fuel costs and improvements in 
chilling technology are prompting a shift to more ocean shipping. 
[...] Transporting flowers by container ship takes significant 
cooperation among growers, shippers and wholesalers. Blooms must 
be chilled to near freezing shortly after harvest, putting them 
in a kind of suspended animation, and then maintained at the 
temperature in refrigerated shipping containers for a sea transit 
that can take up to two weeks.
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A diorama is an illusionistic reproduction of an unknown reality. 
In this case it is a three-dimensional model representing what 

is so common in our daily lives that we can hardly notice it.

How can a temporary garden explain these facts? Via 
a diorama, an illusionistic reproduction of a natural 
environment that transports the observer to another 
place and time. Visitors will take a look into this didactic 
box and see overlapped all the process the flower has 
experienced: from growing in a remote place, to its 
shipping into cardboard boxes within a TEU container 
and finally being displayed forming charming bouquets 
to be sold in supermarkets.
After its long journey the container has arrived here 
but could have done it anywhere else, because it 
shows a hidden reality that happens in every place of 
today’s society. Visitors will approach attracted by the 
pink funnel; once there mirrored walls reproduce an 
endless inner space. This scenery will provoke people 
to reflect on the implicit costs of enjoying a bouquet of 
flowers whenever they want.
Just-in-time Anthurium questions the very idea of a 
garden. It is a generic artifact that could be replicated 
broadly. It interacts with each specific context offering 
to visitors both an opportunity to discuss and an 
enriching physical and sensory experience.

DIORAMA

In computing, a black box is a device, which can be viewed in 
terms of its inputs and outputs without any knowledge of its 
internal working. A refrigerated TEU container is a black box, 
we ignore what is traveling inside it. In this occasion this black 
box is opened in order to unveil the complete supply-chain of 

fresh flowers.

A native herbaceous perennial to tropical America, the 
Anthurium has eye-catching blooms and attractive foliage. That 
is why they are so popular in the cut flower trade. Also, due to 
the stunning colors of their leafy bracts, safety for packing and 
shipment and their long vase life, the elegant blooms of this 
tropical aroid are popularly used in cut flower arrangement 

throughout the world.
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* the pink funnel invites us to approach the garden.

* mirrors creating an endless interior space.
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